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Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2012-3128-S are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA.

FOIA 2012-3128-S contains materials from the files of National Security Council staff member Colonel Michael D. Fry.

The Staff and Office Files contain memoranda, cables, and reports related to negotiations with the Soviet Union regarding Short-range Nuclear Forces (SNF) and chemical weapons elimination as well as memoranda and reports related to National Security Directive-72 (Nuclear Weapons Deployment Authorization). Also included are speeches and transcripts of news conferences presented by President Bush.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2012-3128-S.

Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

National Security Council
Fry, Michael D., Files—Chronological Files
January 1990-February 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
March 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
April 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
May 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
June 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
July 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
August 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
September 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
October 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
November 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
December 1990 [OA/ID 30560]
January 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
February 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
March 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
April 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
May 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
June 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
July 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
August 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
September 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
October 1991 [OA/ID 30561]
July-August-September 1991 [OA/ID 30562]
October-November-December 1991 [1] [OA/ID 30562]
Fry, Michael D., Files—Subject Files

- SNF [Short-range Nuclear Forces] Negotiations – Framework [OA/ID CF01631]
- SNF [Short-range Nuclear Forces] Modernization [OA/ID CF01631]
- SNF [Strategic Nuclear Force] Modernization: FOTL [Follow on to LANCE] [OA/ID CF01631]
- TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]: SRAM [Short-Range Attack Missile] [OA/ID CF01631]
- TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]: Nuclear Weapons Deployment – FY 1990: FY '90-'91 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Plan (NSD-38) [OA/ID CF01631]
- TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]: Nuclear Weapons Deployment – FY 1990: FY '89-'90 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Plan (NSD-7) [OA/ID CF01631]
- TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]: (NSD-55) [OA/ID CF01631]
- TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]: SLCM's [Sea Launched Cruise Missiles] [OA/ID CF01631]
- TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]: HLG [High Level Group] [OA/ID CF01631]
- Miscellaneous – (NATO) Update [OA/ID CF01631]
- Miscellaneous – J Joint Destruction Proposal [OA/ID CF01631]
- Program of Cooperation [OA/ID CF01631]
- NATO Summit [OA/ID CF01631]
- CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations – Bilateral: Ministerial – April 4-6, [1990] [OA/ID CF01632]
- CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations – Bilateral: CW Background for President's Paper -
August 1989 [OA/ID CF01632]


CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations - Bilateral: Possible CW Initiatives [OA/ID CF01632]


CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations - Bilateral: Visit Funding – Wyoming MOU [Memorandum of Understanding] [OA/ID CF01632]


BW [Biological Weapons] Bilaterals: BW – Congress [OA/ID CF01632]


CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations - Multilateral: CD 92-3 (May 11-September 3) [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations – Multilateral: CD 92-1 (January 6-January 22) [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations – Multilateral: Botulinum Vaccine Flap, July 92 [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations – Multilateral: CWC Initiative (to Principals Approval) [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Negotiations – Multilateral: Challenge Inspection – Allies [1] [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Proliferation / Use: CW Transfer Policy [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Proliferation / Use: CW Use – Angola [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Proliferation / Use: CW Withdrawal from FRG [1] [OA/ID CF01633]
CW [Chemical Weapons] Demilitarization: Cryofracture [OA/ID CF01633]
SNF [Short-range Nuclear Forces] – Revising Approach [OA/ID CF01635]
[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: Negotiations Objectives and Mandate [OA/ID CF01635]
[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: Future Military Requirements [OA/ID CF01635]
[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SNF [Short-range Nuclear Forces] Data [OA/ID CF01635]
[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: Consultations with Allies [OA/ID CF01635]
[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: Monitoring Judgments [OA/ID CF01635]
[SNF (Strategic Nuclear Force) Arms Control]: Soviet Objectives and Approaches [OA/ID
CF01635

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: Form of Agreement [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: Public Diplomacy [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Strategic Nuclear Force) Arms Control]: NATO Allies Views [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Strategic Nuclear Force) Arms Control]: Warsaw Pact Allies Views [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group] [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG I – September 14, [1990] [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG II – October 23, 1990 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG III – December 5, 1990 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG IV – January 25, 1991 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG V – March 4, 1991 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG VI – June 4, 1991 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: SCG [Special Consultative Group]: SCG VII – October 7, 1991 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Short-range Nuclear Forces) Arms Control]: President's May 3-4, [1990] Remarks on NATO [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Strategic Nuclear Force) Arms Control]: NATO Summit – November 7-8, 1991 [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Strategic Nuclear Force) Arms Control]: NATO Summit – July 5-6, 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF01635]

[SNF (Strategic Nuclear Force) Arms Control]: NATO Summit – July 5-6, 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF01635]

BW [Biological Weapons] Bilaterals: Soviet BW Visits [OA/ID CF01636]

CW [Chemical Weapon] Modernization: CW Modernization, Miscellaneous [OA/ID CF01636]

CW [Chemical Weapon] Modernization: Thionyl Chloride Files [OA/ID CF01636]


CW [Chemical Weapon] Historical – Multilateral: Australian Initiative [OA/ID CF01636]


CW [Chemical Weapon] Historical – Multilateral: NSD-24, Approaches to Increase Unilateral and Multilateral Export Controls [OA/ID CF01636]
CW [Chemical Weapon] Historical – Multilateral: NSD-24, Alternatives for Bilateral Destruction, MOU [Memorandum of Understanding] [OA/ID CF01636]


CW [Chemical Weapon] Historical – Multilateral: NSD-24, Plan to Accomplish the CW Destruction [OA/ID CF01636]


SNF [Strategic Nuclear Force] – Negotiations: President's Nuclear Initiative [OA/ID CF01636]

SNF [Strategic Nuclear Force] – Negotiations: Storage ADNW [OA/ID CF01636]


CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe] – Implementation [OA/ID CF01935]

Open Skies – Ratification [OA/ID CF01935]

Open Skies – Implementation [OA/ID CF01935]

FSC [Forum for Security Cooperation] [OA/ID CF01935]
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